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ITINERARY 
 
Sunday 16

th   
To Devizes 

    Devizes: short walk about the town 
    Lunch:  Bear Inn, Devizes 
    Wiltshire Museum 
    Salisbury: Red Lion Hotel 
    Evening Lecture: Stonehenge Update 
    Wine Reception 
 
 
Monday 17

th
  Stonehenge     

    Winterbourne Stoke barrow cemetery  
    Lunch:  New Inn, Amesbury 
    Woodhenge 
    Durrington Walls    
 
 
Tuesday 18

th
  Avebury henge                

    Keiller Museum 
    St James’s church 
    Lunch: Red Lion, Avebury 
    West Kennet Avenue, Sanctuary 
    Silbury Hill 
    West Kennet long barrow 
    Evening lecture: Monumental Landscapes 
 
 
Wednesday 19

th
  Breamore church  

    Knowlton henge  
    Lunch: The Grove Arms, Ludwell 
    Old Wardour Castle  
          
  
Thursday 20

th 
  Salisbury Cathedral 

    Lunch: The New Inn, Salisbury 
    Salisbury Museum 
    St Thomas’s church  
  
    
Friday 21

st
   Old Sarum     

    Lunch: The Lamb Inn, Marlborough 
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WESSEX 
Wessex to the archaeologist is neither a natural geographical region nor an area defined 

by the kingdom of the ruling Anglo-Saxon dynasty of the West Saxons. The name  was 

given a much wider application when Thomas Hardy revived it for his novels. The area 

termed Wessex as used here comprises parts of Wiltshire, Hampshire and Dorset with 

eastern Somerset and the chalk escarpment of Berkshire.  Dominating much of the land-

scape are large tracts of open chalk downland which are centred on Salisbury Plain. 

 

SITES IN APPROXIMATE ORDER OF VISITATION 
 
1. Devizes     11. Sanctuary 

2. Wiltshire Museum    12. Silbury Hill 
3. Stonehenge     13. West Kennet long barrow 
4. Winterbourne Stoke barrows  14.  Breamore church 
5. Woodhenge     15. Knowlton henge  
6. Durrington Walls    16. Old Wardour Castle  
7. Avebury henge    17. Salisbury Cathedral 
8. Keiller Museum     18. Salisbury Museum 
9.  St James's church, Avebury  19. St Thomas’s church 
10.  West Kennet Avenue `  20. Old Sarum 
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DEVIZES 
Devizes is an historic market town named for the fact that the Norman Castle was built 

by Osmund, Bishop of Salisbury in 1080, at the boundaries of three Saxon parishes. 

The place  became known as the castrum ad divisas ("the castle at the boundaries"), 

hence the name Devizes. The town developed outside the castle as traders and crafts-

men settled here to serve the needs of the garrison. A market was first held in 1228 out-

side St Mary's church rather than in the current market place. During the Civil War De-

vizes remained under Royalist control until 1645, when Oliver Cromwell attacked and 

forced the Royalists to surrender. The castle was destroyed in 1648 on the orders of 

Parliament, a process known as slighting, and today little remains of it. Today the site is 

under private ownership. 

WILTSHIRE MUSEUM, DEVIZES 
The Wiltshire Museum, maintained and run 

by the Wilts Arch and Nat Hist Soc, was 

opened in 1873. The Museum has one of 

the finest collections of artifacts from the 

Stonehenge area and contains the largest 

assemblage of Bronze Age gold ever put on 

public display in England. One of the most 

important groups is that from the Early 

Bronze Age barrow excavated by William 

Cunnington in 1808. The occupant may 

have been a BA chieftain with grave goods 

reflecting his status: axe, ceremonial mace, 

gold belt hook, sheet gold lozenge and two 

bronze daggers (see photo). The axe and 

daggers resemble those carved on Stone-

henge sarsens. 

 Sunday 
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THE STONEHENGE AND AVEBURY WORLD HERITAGE SITE 
The Stonehenge and Avebury World heritage site (WHS) is made up of two segments 
approximately 25 miles apart which cover two large areas of land, rather than a specific 
monument or building. The sites were inscribed as co-listings in 1986. Some large and 
well known monuments within the WHS are included, but the area also has an exception-
ally high density of small-scale archaeological sites, particularly from the prehistoric peri-
od. More than 700 individual archaeological features have been identified. 
 
The Stonehenge segment of the WHS covers 2,500 hectares (6,500 acres) of chalk 
downland and arable fields in Wiltshire. It includes areas of Amesbury and Larkhill, and 
the villages of West Amesbury, Normanton, Wilsford and Lake in the Woodford valley. 
Ownership and management are shared between English Heritage, The National Trust, 
the Ministry of Defence, The RSPB, Wiltshire Council, farmers and householders. Many 
others are actively involved and work in partnership at Stonehenge, including Natural 
England, the Highways Agency, Amesbury Town Council and the Parish Councils. The 
monument of Stonehenge is managed by English Heritage (see the EH website). A large 
part of the WHS is open to all free of charge all year round. For further information see 
the National Trust Stonehenge landscape website. 

    

Monday 
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STONEHENGE      LATE NEOLITHIC/EARLY BRONZE AGE 
Stonehenge is a multi-phase monument with a complex history. As such, it will be the 
subject of a lecture on Sunday evening, entitled Stonehenge Updated, when the latest 
theories of the site’s use and meanings will be explored.  
 
The earliest phase, (c 3000 BC), consisted of a ditch with both internal and external 
banks and having a diameter of c 110 m. Inside the ditch was a circle of 56 holes now 
marked by white circles, the Aubrey Holes. The original view was that these held wooden 
posts but, following excavations by M Parker Pearson, they are now thought to have held 
the bluestones. Stonehenge was used as a large cremation cemetery during this phase. 
The next phase (c 2500 BC) saw the erection of the sarsen stones and a rearrangement 
of the bluestones. This was also the period of the establishment of the axis (midsummer/
midwinter) and rearrangement of the entrance. Phase 3 (c 2400 BC) was yet another re-
arrangement of the bluestones and the construction of the Avenue. The fourth phase (c 
2200 BC) was the arrangement of the stones as they exist today: a sarsen outer circle, 
bluestone circle, sarsen horseshoe and bluestone horseshoe. The fifth and final phase (c 
1600 BC) saw the digging of the X and Y holes and axe and dagger carvings added to 
the stones.   
 
The layout of Stonehenge is positioned in relation to the solstices, or the extreme limits of 
the sun's movement. Standing in the middle of the sarsen horseshoe on midsummer's 
day, the sun rises just to the left of the Heel Stone, an outlying stone to the NE of the 
monument. Archaeological excavations have found a large stone hole to the left of the 
Heel Stone which may have held a partner stone to it, the two stones framing the sunrise. 
On midwinter's day, turning 180

0 
to face towards the SW, the sun would originally have 

set between the two uprights of the tallest trilithon at the head of the sarsen horseshoe. It 
would have dropped down into the Altar Stone, a sandstone block which was placed 
across the solstice axis. Today, this effect has been lost because one half of the trilithon 
has fallen at some point in the history of Stonehenge. Analysis of a laser survey of the 
sarsens has shown that those stones that frame the solstice axis were the most carefully 
worked and shaped using hammerstones, creating vertical sides. 

Monday 
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Look at the contrast between sarsens to the NE and those to the SW. It seems the design 
of the monument was meant to impress as you approached from the N (along the Avenue 
route), to be seen from that direction inside (note the finest surfaces face inward), and not 
really to be seen at all from the back, where there is relatively little dressing and the 
stones themselves are smaller and rougher. 
  

This tells us something about how the site functioned (all eyes seem to be on the midwin-
ter sunset to the SW, for example). It also helps explain why so many stones are missing 
round the back – they were never as big in the first place.  It was originally thought that 
the main emphasis was on midsummer sunrise but it may have been that midwinter sun-
set was more important as days would begin to get longer after midwinter marking the 
eventual return of spring. 
  
 

 

Monday 
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STONEHENGE: STAGES OF CONSTRUCTION/DEVELOPMENT 
 
STAGE  1   
- Julian Richards 

1
  3000-2620 BC  Broad date   3000-2900 BC 

The first Stonehenge: banks and ditch, cremations and Aubrey Holes. Post and stake  
holes in the interior. 
- Mike Parker Pearson 

2
 3000-2620 BC 

The first Stonehenge: banks and ditch. The Aubrey Holes have bluestones in them (not 
yet accepted by all archaeologists) or posts. Cremation burials accompany some Aubrey 
Holes. There were post settings.  A wide entrance existed to the NE and to the S was an 
entrance with a post lined passageway from this to the centre. Stone hole 97 provided a 
sightline on the midsummer solstice sunrise from the centre of the circle. 
 
STAGE 2 
- JR    2620-2480 BC Broad date 2500 BC  
Transformation: the arrival of the stones (the sarsen trilithons, sarsen circle, double blue-
stone circle, station stones, Heel Stone).  The establishment of the axis (midsummer/
midwinter) and rearrangement of the entrance. 
- MPP    2620-2480 BC 
The 5 trilithons were erected. The bluestones were rearranged into the double arc of Q & 
R Holes and the sarsen circle was constructed. The axis of the trilithons was NE-SW on 
midsummer sunrise and midwinter sunset. Beyond the NE entrance the Heel Stone may 
belong to this stage (moved from Stone Hole 97). Two D-shaped buildings were built 
(now beneath the N and S Barrows against the inner bank) and 2 of the 4 station stones 
were erected within them. The actual date of construction of the north D-shaped building 
is uncertain and may be pre-enclosure. 
 
STAGE 3 
- JR    2480-2280 BC Broad date 2400-2300 BC 
Minor modifications: bluestones from Bluestone Henge set up as a new central circle. 
Changes at the entrance, recutting of the ditch. Construction of the Avenue. 
- MPP    2480-2280 BC  Copper Age  
The Avenue was constructed c 2500-2270 BC. It is aligned on the natural periglacial 
ridges which themselves are aligned by chance on the summer solstice. The original 
ditch was cleaned out in 2560-2140 BC but cremation deposits continued to be buried in 
the ditch even after it then silted up. In the centre there may have been a circular ar-
rangement of bluestones inside the trilithons indicated by an arc of 4 stone-holes on the 
W side of the interior. The Avenue ditch had filled and was cleaned out at some time c 
2290-2120.  Mounds were raised to form the N and  S Barrows over the D-shaped build-
ings. 
 
STAGE 4 
- JR    2280-2020 BC Broad date 2200 BC 
The bluestones are completely rearranged into the oval and outer circle. This Stage sees 
the end of the construction of the stone monument, resulting in the arrangements of the 
ditch, bank, sarsens and bluestones that can be seen today. 
- MPP    2280-2020 BC  Early Bronze Age 
The bluestones in the Q & R Holes were re-arranged into the outer bluestone circle  
c 2270-2020 and the central arc/circle of bluestones was remodelled into a bluestone 
oval c 2210-1930. The oval was changed into a horseshoe by the removal of 4-5 stones 
at the N. This may have taken place in the Roman period. Thus there never was an origi-
nal bluestone horseshoe. 
 

Monday 
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STAGE 5  
- JR    2020-1520 BC   Broad date to 1600 BC 
The monument is still in use. The digging of the Y and Z Holes. The axe and dagger carv-
ings are added to the stones. 
 
- MPP    1680-1520 BC  Middle Bronze Age 
The Y & Z holes are 2 rings of concentric rectangular holes dug outside the sarsen circle. 
The holes were left open and gradually filled with silt from surrounding fields. Atkinson 
thought they were for bluestones and no one has a better idea. The axe and dagger carv-
ings on some stones belong to this stage. 
 

  
Notes:  
 
1.  Richards, J, 2017. Stonehenge: The Story so Far. 2nd Edition. Historic England.  
       Pages 181-193. 
 
2.    Mike Parker Pearson, 2012. Stonehenge. Simon and Schuster. Pages 309-313. 
 

Monday 
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WINTERBOURNE STOKE BARROW CEMETERY - BRONZE AGE 
The monument includes the 11 barrows of the Winterbourne Stoke East round barrow 

cemetery and the oval earthwork enclosure within which they lie, situated on the south 

western end of Fore Down. The nucleated cemetery includes ten bowl barrows and a 

saucer barrow all of which survive as earthworks. Seven of the barrows are arranged in a 

line approximately NW - SE. Three others are located to the west and one other to the 

east of this line. The mounds of the bowl barrows range from 9m to 31m in diameter, and 

from 0.3m to 1.8m in height. All are surrounded by ditches, ranging in size from 1.5m 

wide in the case of the smallest barrow, to 3m wide around the largest mound. The sau-

cer barrow is situated between two of the bowl barrows in the NW to SE alignment. The 

central mound is 10.5m in diameter and 0.5m high, surrounded by a ditch 2m wide and 

the whole enclosed by an outer bank 3m wide. The ditches of the bowl barrows have 

slightly truncated the outer bank which would suggest an earlier date for the saucer bar-

row. All the barrows are known to have been partly excavated in the 19th century, most 

revealing evidence of burial. Both cremations and inhumations were found accompanied 

by a variety of grave goods including Bronze Age pots, a bone arrowhead and drinking 

cups. Also included in the scheduled monument is a broadly oval earthwork enclosing an 

area of 3 ha, within which the barrows lie.  The earthwork includes a low bank up to 3m 

wide and 0.3m high, and a shallow outer ditch c.2m wide. There is a gap of the NE side. 

The earthwork may be post-medieval in date but this remains unproven.  The photo 

shows the Neolithic long barrow top left by the roundabout.  

The majority of the barrows are on private land, but a number can be visited as they are 

owned by the National Trust. 

Monday 
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BRONZE AGE BARROWS 
Burials in the BA, either inhumation or cre-

mation, were usually under a round mound 

of earth, a barrow. Bowl barrows, the most 

numerous, consist of a mound of turf, soil 

or rock, covering one or more burials, and 

usually surrounded by a ditch. Funerary 

ceremonies and rituals may have taken 

place on the site for some time before the 

mound was constructed. Grave goods are 

occasionally found including pottery ves-

sels containing food and drink, and weap-

ons, flint tools and pieces of jewellery, to 

accompany the dead in the afterlife. Disc 

barrows are rare. A disc barrow  was con-

structed as a circular area of level ground 

surrounded by a ditch and an external 

bank, with one or more small low mounds 

covering burials within the central platform. 

11 
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WOODHENGE  2400-1800 BC 
Woodhenge was a timber monument surrounded by a henge bank and ditch, with an en-
trance causeway, built about two miles from Stonehenge. It lies near the complex of mon-
uments at Durrington Walls. After cropmarks revealing post holes were seen on early aer-
ial photographs, the site was excavated in 1926-8 by Ben and Maud Cunnington. Based 
on the few radiocarbon dates from Woodhenge and evidence from other sites where tim-
ber circles pre-date henge earthworks, it is likely this henge was constructed after the 
wooden monument. There were six concentric oval rings of wooden posts, of different 
sizes. The third ring (called Ring C by the excavators) contained the largest post - esti-
mated to have stood about 9 metres tall. From the postholes that were excavated, the 
posts can be seen to have  been uniformly  circular in shape, although we can only guess 
as to their appearance above ground. They might have been painted, decorated or 
carved. Perhaps objects or offerings were hung from the posts. They may have support-
ed lintels, in a similar way to the outer sarsen circle at Stonehenge. Individual human 
bones and cremations were found in the postholes, and in the henge bank and ditch. The 
bones were usually individual scattered bones rather than whole burials. They seem to 
have been deposited in a similar way to other items and were perhaps regarded as an-
other type of special object. Two complete burials have also been found. A child aged 2-3 
was buried in the centre of the monument at an unknown date, the site now marked by a 
flint cairn. In the henge ditch was the burial of a young man, aged 18-25, dating from the 
Early Bronze Age. When Woodhenge was excavated, there were hundreds of prehistoric 
finds. Most were found in the postholes, although some were underneath the surrounding 
henge bank and others in the ditch. The finds included Grooved Ware pottery, antler 
picks, flint tools, worked bone objects, chalk objects and a variety of animal bones. Analy-
sis of the distribution of the objects has shown that they were deposited according to cer-
tain patterns, perhaps reflecting the way that people moved around. For example, almost 
all the antler picks came from the eastern half of the monument. The rectangle to the up-
per left marks the site of the Stonehenge Riverside Project excavations. 
 

 

Monday 
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DURRINGTON WALLS,  
NEOLITHIC HENGE AND 
SETTLEMENT  
Durrington Walls is a Later Ne-
olithic  henge enclosure of 
roughly oval shape  defined by 
a ditch with external bank dat-
ed to c2500 BC. The bank and 
ditch enclose a small dry valley 
which leads down to the River 
Avon (which lies to the SE). 
There are two opposed en-
trances, one on the W, the oth-
er on the E. In 1966-8, re-
routing of the A345 through the 
enclosure led to the excavation 
of a N-S-south transect across 
the E half of the enclosure. As 
well as confirming the broadly 
later Neolithic date of the 
earthwork and a strong associ-
ation with Grooved Ware, evi-

dence for considerable earlier, 4th millennium BC activity was encountered as well as 
some later, Early Bronze Age (Beaker) and Iron Age, activity. The principal features asso-
ciated with the henge itself were two timber structures: a Southern Circle, situated close 
to the eastern entrance and which comprised a series of concentric circles of timber 
posts, associated with an artefact-strewn 'platform' and a midden; and a less-well pre-
served Northern Circle, again represented by concentric arrangements of post holes, but 
this time approached by parallel rows of timber posts and "screened" by a facade or 
fenceline of posts. Although the excavator, Wainwright, has interpreted these circles as 
roofed buildings, they are generally interpreted as freestanding concentric arrangements 
of upright timbers. Geophysical survey in the interior of Durrington Walls to the west of 
the road has revealed evidence for further structures, some of them also circular. 

The Stonehenge Riverside Project, directed by Mike Parker Pearson, uncovered a road 
linking Durrington with the River Avon, and also seven Neolithic houses covered by the 
bank of the later henge monument. The houses are rectangular with central hearths. It 
has been suggested that the settlement may have originally had up to 1000 houses if the 
entire area was used. The period of settlement was probably short, between 15 and 45 
years starting sometime between 2525 and 2470 BC. The  discovery of Neolithic houses 
at Durrington Walls that are contemporary with the main construction phase of Stone-
henge raised questions as to their interrelationship. Was Durrington Walls the residence 
of the builders of Stonehenge? Were the activities there more significant than simply do-
mestic subsistence? Using lipid residue analysis the preferential use of certain pottery 
types for the preparation of particular food groups and differential consumption of dairy 
and meat products between monumental and domestic areas of the site was identified. 
Supported by the analysis of faunal remains, the results suggest seasonal feasting and 
perhaps organised culinary unification of a diverse community.   

Monday 
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Parker Pearson believes that Durrington and Stonehenge are linked by the River Avon, 
with Durrington being the land of the living (timber used in the construction of the circles), 
and Stonehenge the land of the dead (stone replacing timber). The cremated dead were 
carried down the ‘road’ and then placed on the Avon. The ashes then floated towards the 
Stonehenge Avenue where it meets the Avon. Once the ashes, or new ‘ancestors’, reach 
the Avenue they leave the river and move up the ceremonial way (the Avenue) to the 
stones of Stonehenge.  Note that not all archaeologists  accept this theory. 

The English Heritage re-

construction of the Dur-

rington Neolithic settle-

ment (pre henge) c 2300 

BC shows the village and 

the Southern Circle posi-

tioned  along  the line of 

the road to the River 

Avon. The ‘road’ is 30m 

wide and is aligned  

on midsummer sunset.          

(Stonehenge is aligned 

on midsummer sunrise.) 

The village was later 

abandoned and the 

henge monument banks 

built over it. 
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DURRINGTON WALLS  
PIT STRUCTURE 
Geophysical survey in 2020 at 
Durrington revealed a number 
of buried features, mostly 
large pits,  which together 
formed  a circle that surrounds 
the henge enclosure. The pits 
are in two groups, N and S of 
the henge creating a 1.2-mile 
(1.9 km)-diameter circle or cir-
cuit of large "shafts". The cir-
cuit has been claimed as Brit-
ain's largest prehistoric monu-
ment. Further investigation by 
a team led by Vince Gaffney 
in 2021 concluded that the 
pits were human-made, and 
not natural features. More de-
tailed investigation of selected 
pits indicated they  were in 
use from the late Neolithic un-
til the middle Bronze Age.  

One interpretation is that the surviving pits may have been laid out with respect to the re-
cently discovered Larkhill causewayed enclosure. At present there has only been limited 
excavation and dating of the features is problematic; for example, it is not known if all the  
pits were first dug at the same time nor is the relationship of the circle  to the sequence of 
occupation at the henge understood.  

Parker Pearson’s excavation 

revealed Neolithic houses below 

the DW bank. The houses are 

rectangular or square  with cen-

tral, circular  hearths. The photo 

shows one of the excavated 

houses: it is the white rectangle 

with a central hearth. 

The  discovery of Neolithic 

houses at Durrington Walls that 

are contemporary with the main 

construction phase of Stone-

henge raised questions as to 

their interrelationship. Was Dur-

rington Walls the residence of 

the builders of Stonehenge?  

Monday 
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AVEBURY WORLD HERITAGE SITE (WHS) 
Avebury henge is thought to have been constructed in the Neolithic around 3,000 BC. It 
consists of a very large stone circle surrounded by a deep ditch with an external bank. 
Visitors can walk among the stones in contrast to the more restricted site of Stonehenge. 
The henge is only one of a complex of ancient monuments concentrated in the 25 square 
km of the Avebury half of the WHS. It lies at the centre of an outstanding Neolithic and 
Early Bronze Age ritual landscape dating back over five and a half thousand years. The 
earliest focus of ritual activity in the area was at Windmill Hill, a causewayed enclosure to 
the NW of the henge, dated to c 3,700 BC. The impressive Neolithic chambered cairn, 
the West Kennet long barrow, also dates to this period and is located S of the henge. Sil-
bury Hill, to the SW of the henge, also dates to this time. It is the largest constructed pre-
historic mound in Europe at 30 m in height.  
 
As well as these major monuments, the landscape also contains considerable numbers of 

archaeological remains, including large concentrations of Bronze Age round barrows, 

such as the cemetery at Winterbourne Stoke crossroads. Over 330 archaeological sites 

are known within the WHS, 160 of which are Scheduled Ancient Monuments. The area is 

also of national significance for its nature conservation, and it is wholly situated within the 

North Wessex Downs Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. 

Tuesday 
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AVEBURY HENGE 
The  large Neolithic henge  comprises a roughly circular ditch enclosing an area circa 350 
metres by 380 metres, with an external bank. When originally built the bank would have 
been something like 27 metres wide at the base and 6 metres high (17 metres from ditch 
bottom to bank top) with a perimeter of over 1 km.  The ditch was 9 metres deep and 
some 14 metres wide at the top, tapering to less than half that at the bottom.  There are 
four entrances, at least three of which are of prehistoric origin. Three main settings of 
standing sarsens exist within the henge, a circle which follows the inner edge of the ditch 
plus two smaller circles, one in the N, the other in the S. Each features a central sarsen 
arrangement. Other internal features have been identified through geophysical survey, 
aerial photography and excavation. The most extensive excavations were undertaken in-
termittently between 1908 and 1922 by Harold St Gray, and during the 1930s by Alexan-
der Keiller, who was also responsible for "cleaning" the site, mainly by removing trees, 
buildings and other unsightly modern intrusions. Recently obtained radiocarbon dates 
suggest that the construction of the main earthwork and stone circle probably occurred 
somewhere in the period 2900 to 2600 BC. It appears to have fallen out of use in circa 
1800 BC.  
 
From the southern entrance a double avenue of standing stones called the Kennet Ave-
nue, originally ran for 2.4 km and ended in two small stone circles and several circular 
wooden buildings known as the Sanctuary. From the west ran the Beckhampton Avenue, 
2km long, which once contained about 200 stones, of which only one is left standing to-
day. 
 
Other important sites close by are Stonehenge and Windmill hill, a causewayed enclo-
sure  built in 3,350 BC and dating before Avebury was built. There is also Silbury hill, Eu-
rope's tallest artificial mound as well as one of England's largest prehistoric tombs, the 
104m (340ft) long West Kennet long barrow. 
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Harold St Grey’s 1922 excavation of 

the ditch near the south entrance re-

veals the true depth and labour in-

volved in digging the original ditch 

 

Avebury completed: outer 

bank, inner ditch, stone circle 

inside the line of the ditch, 

southern stone circle with a 

stone setting at its centre in-

cluding the obelisk, northern 

stone circle with the cove at its 

centre, the avenue leading 

away from the south entrance 

and the Beckhampton avenue 

leading away to the west. 
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THE ALEXANDER KEILLER MUSEUM 
The Museum is named after Alexander Keiller, the archaeologist who worked at Avebury 
and Windmill Hill in the 1930’s. The museum, opened by Keiller in 1938, contains many 
of the artefacts from investigations of monuments within the World Heritage Site. The 
Keiller Museum is housed in the 17th C former stable block of Avebury Manor.  The Barn 
Gallery of the Alexander Keiller Museum is in a 17th C threshing barn and here interac-
tive displays show Avebury in a wider landscape and helps to put the whole of the World 
heritage Site landscape into perspective. The Museum, which sits within the Avebury 
WHS, is in the freehold ownership of The National Trust and in English Heritage guardi-
anship.  

ALEXANDER KEILLER (1889-1955) 
Alexander Keiller was a Scottish archaeologist, aeri-
al photographer, businessman and philanthropist. 
He was heir to the James Keiller and Son marma-
lade business and he used his wealth from this to 
buy 950 acres of land in Avebury for the purpose of 
preservation. Keiller directed excavations at Avebury 
during the 1930s where he investigated the ditch, 
the stone settings and the Kennet Avenue. He 
cleared much of the interior of the henge of old 
housing and re-erected some of the stones within 
the monument. Keiller founded the Morven Institute 
of Archaeological Research which became the Alex-
ander Keiller Museum. In 1943 he sold his land at 
Avebury to the Natural Trust for its agricultural value 
alone. His widow, Gabrielle Keiller, donated the Ave-
bury Museum and its contents to the nation in 1966. 
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ST JAMES’S CHURCH, AVEBURY 
The church dates to around the year AD 1000  and still has its tall, narrow Saxon nave, 

though this was later altered by the Normans, who also added aisles in the 12th century. 

The most obvious survivors of the Saxon building are a pair of round-headed windows at 

ground level and four circular porthole windows at second-storey level. The chancel was 

rebuilt in the 13th century, and the chancel arch dates from this time. Separating the 

chancel from the nave is an original 15th century rood loft. The rood itself was destroyed 

at the Reformation, and the base of the screen is Victorian, but the rest is original. Appar-

ently, the parishioners disassembled the screen and carefully hid the timbers behind a 

false wall of lath and plaster against the east wall of the nave. The screen timbers re-

mained hidden until they were found by accident in 1810. The loft was restored in 1878-

84, and repainted in its original colours. The chancel was heavily restored in the Victorian 

period, but when work was being carried out on the new chancel, foundations of the Sax-

on chancel were found two feet below the present floor level. On the south wall is a me-

morial to John Trusloe (d. 1593), and the choir stalls are made from the 17th century 

Trusloe family pew. A Saxon string course runs along the top of the aisle wall, and a sec-

tion of a Saxon cross-shaft has been set into the NW corner of the wall. A final reminder 

of the Saxon origins of St James is the tub font. The font bowl may be late Saxon, though 

it seems that the wonderfully detailed carving that decorates the entire circumference 

dates to the 12th century. It appears to show Christ (or a bishop) defeating a pair of drag-

ons, representing sin and evil. The main entrance is through the south doorway, which 

shows wonderful, though worn, Norman carving, including several layers of moulding 

decorated with traditional Norman chevron and dogtooth designs.   
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AVEBURY MANOR 
The Manor House is a National Trust property consisting of a Grade 1 listed early 16th 
C manor house and its garden. It is in the centre of the village next to St James's 
Church

.
 and close to the neolithic henge monument. The manor house was built on or 

near the site of a Benedictine cellor priory of St George de Boscherville, founded in 
1114. Subsequently the site passed into the ownership of Fotheringhay College in 
1411. Fragments of the religious foundation were incorporated into the later house.

  
Wil-

liam Sharington bought and surveyed the manor in 1548.  
 
The earliest parts of the present house were likely built after William Dunch of Little Wit-
tenham in Berkshire (now Oxfordshire) purchased the estate in 1551. He appears to have 
purchased it because of an interest in ancient monuments such as the Avebury stone cir-
cle. Around that time a stone dovecote was erected in the grounds. In the 1580s, William 
Dunch passed it on to his younger son, Walter Dunch, whose daughter, Deborah, Lady 
Moody, grew up at the manor before emigrating to America and found-
ing Gravesend in Brooklyn in 1645. Walter Dunch's widow, Deborah, subsequently mar-
ried Sir James Mervyn (who served as High Sheriff of Wiltshire in 1596), and the couple 
were responsible for a major extension or remodelling of the house around 1601. In 1640 
the Dunch family sold it to John Stawell and then, in 1652 to George Long before Sta-
well’s return from the Tower of London.  
 
The house has had many extensions and changes over the centuries, including the addi-
tion of a racquets court in the 18th century, the final addition being the West Library which 
was added by the family of Leopold C. D. Jenner who occupied the house in the early 
20th century and completely redesigned the gardens. The house was leased and re-
stored by Alexander Keiller who took an intense interest in Avebury henge in the late 
1930s. In 1958 the house was designated as Grade I listed. The National Trust bought 
the property in 2019 and have since restored  it.   
 
NOTE: The Manor House is not on the EMAS itinerary. 
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WEST KENNETT AVENUE 
The West Kennett Avenue  is formed 
by two roughly parallel rows of stand-
ing sarsen stones dating to around 
3000 BC. The two rows stand an av-
erage 15 metres apart with the 
stones in each row about 20 metres 
apart. The Avenue winds its way 
across the landscape east of Waden 
Hill and the River Kennett for a dis-
tance of about 2.3 km. It links the 
henge enclosure and stone circle 
complex at Avebury with the stone 
circle site known as the Sanctuary on 
Overton Hill. It may not have been 
continuous – there seems to be a 
gap about halfway along, where a 
spring was located.   

THE SANCTUARY 
The Sanctuary, begun c 3000 BC,  
appears to have started as a series 
of circles of wooden posts and 
standing stones. Working inwards 
from the outermost circuit, the larg-
est stone circle measured about 40 
metres (138 ft) in diameter and 
comprised 42 small sarsen stones. 
Enclosed within this were five con-
centric circles. The largest and 
outermost of these had timber posts 
which probably stood about 1 metre 
high. The next ring had alternating 
standing stones and timber posts 
(16 of each). Within this were two 
further circles of 12 and 8 timber 
posts. Each of the postholes form-
ing the outer of these circles was 
associated with a short ramp, pre-
sumably dug to help erect much tall-
er timbers. These posts are now 
marked by double concrete mark-
ers.  

The taller posts stood as high as 3 metres (10 ft), and perhaps originally supported hori-
zontal lintels. Finally, at the centre there was a ring consisting of six smaller timber posts 
with slender stakes positioned between them. In the middle was another small stake-
hole. Some archaeologists have suggested that the concentric rings represent a roofed 
building, but it seems more likely to have been a free-standing structure.  
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SILBURY HILL  
Silbury Hill is a large late Neolithic mound dating to c 2400BC. It stands to a height of 31 
metres with a diameter of 135-145 metres and comprises over 239,000 cubic metres of 
chalk. It is surrounded by a wide ditch which extends in the west to form a 'tank' that is 
often flooded in winter. The mound is situated in close proximity to other significant Neo-
lithic monuments. A series of investigations have taken place since the late 18th century, 
culminating in the most recent conservation works completed in 2008. In 2000, the centre 
of the hill collapsed in on itself after falling into a 1776 shaft. Several surveys were under-
taken and a conservation project commenced. This included consolidation of the struc-
ture and the backfilling of Richard Atkinson's 1968 tunnel with chalk. The new survey sug-
gested the mound was not terraced but may have spiralled down from the top. It was not 
circular but each level was a polyhedron with a number of straight sides, possibly as 
many as nine at the base. There were many phases of construction to the mound, and 
even before the mound was built the site may have been cleared of the natural sarsen 
stones and deliberately de-turfed for use as a focus for sacred activities. The earliest 
mound was less than 1 metre high and 10 metres in diameter, and was later enlarged. 
Further subsequent mounds were followed by a hiatus when only pits were excavated, 
further mounds were then constructed which were eventually covered in complex layers 
of chalk and clay resulting from excavation of the surrounding ditch. Silbury became a 
well-defined bank and ditch enclosure. Radiocarbon dates suggest the mound was built 
around 2400 BC; the outer layer may have been constructed as late as 2000 BC. A Ro-
man settlement sprung up around the base of the hill, and the hill itself was subsequently 
modified in the Saxon period. A burial found on the summit is likely to date to around the 
11th century AD. Medieval objects and features have also been excavated.  
 
The photo shows Silbury Hill as seen from the West Kennet long barrow. The River Ken-

net runs E-W across the slide along the line of the trees. 
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WEST KENNET  
NEOLITHIC CHAMBERED LONG BARROW 
The barrow is situated just below the crest of a NE facing slope overlooking Silbury Hill. 

Recent radiocarbon studies have dated it to the 37th century Cal BC and it was in use for 

at least a thousand years. The mound is trapezoidal in plan and measures about 104 me-

tres in length, 25 metres at the widest point and 3.2 metres at the highest point with the 

forecourt situated at the eastern end. Beyond this is the entrance, which leads to a 12 

metre central passage with five small sub-circular chambers opening off it: a pair to each 

side and an end chamber. The chambers vary in size from 2 to 4 metres across with a 

maximum height of 2.5 metres. The long barrow was excavated in 1859 by J. Thurnam 

and in 1955-6 by S. Piggott, who arranged re-erection of many of the stones. The cham-

bers were constructed of large sarsen boulders with drystone walling and contained the 

remains of at least 46 individuals including both inhumations and cremations. Many of the 

burials were incomplete - some bones were missing, while others had been grouped to-

gether in particular parts of the barrow. For example long bones and a quantity of verte-

brae had been placed by the rear wall of the north west chamber. Pottery from the exca-

vations included Windmill Hill type, Peterborough, Grooved Ware and Beaker sherds. 

The mound consisted of a core of sarsen boulders capped with chalk rubble cleared from 

flanking quarry ditches. These ditches, about 100 metres long and 5 metres wide, are 

now infilled but remain visible as depressions. Final 'blocking' of the burial mound took 

the form of chalk rubble and other debris (including pottery, animal bone, flint implements 

and other objects) which was used to infill the passage and chambers. The forecourt at 

the eastern end was blocked with sarsen boulders and a 'false entrance' of twin sarsen 

uprights constructed.   The photo shows the barrow with Silbury Hill in the extreme upper 

left. 
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WEST KENNET  
LONG BARROW 
 
Above: isometric drawing of 
the chambers of the barrow. 
Note that only a very small 
amount of the barrow is actual-
ly used for the chambers. The 
forecourt was curved in shape 
and then closed by the block-
ing stones when the barrow 
ceased to be used. 
 
 
Right: the distribution of hu-

man remains in the chambers 

as excavated. The end cham-

ber had been disturbed much 

earlier. 
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ST MARY’S CHURCH,  BREAMORE  
St Mary's, Breamore (pron bremmer), is regarded as an important and unusually intact 

pre-conquest church. Today the structure consists of a chancel, a central tower, a S porti-

cus, a nave and a S porch.  The church most likely dates from the late 10th or early 11th 

C, and the only addition after that date is the S porch, of which the lower stage is of mid 

12th C date and the upper of the 15th C. Early in the 15th C new arches were inserted in 

the E and W walls of the tower, and the N porticus was destroyed at this time or later. 

The external walls are of flint with freestone long and short quoins as well as pilaster 

strips. The N side of the church is without windows to keep out the devil and to provide 

for wall paintings, now only partially surviving. 

The arch over the doorway into 

the south porticus has a famous 

Anglo-Saxon inscription cut into 

its north face. This reads: her 

sputelad sea gecpydraednes de, 

the translation being 'Here is 

made plain the covenant to 

thee'. During the Reformation 

the medieval wall paintings were 

whitewashed over and images of 

the saints destroyed. 
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Aerial photograph of the Knowlton earthworks from the NE 

KNOWLTON HENGE 
The Neolithic and Bronze Age 
earthworks near the former Knowl-
ton village are part of a  landscape  
which is one of the great Neolithic 
and Bronze Age ceremonial com-
plexes in southern England. The 
complex consists of five large circu-
lar or subcircular monuments. 
Three of the five monuments here 
are henges, with banks outside 
their ditches: the Southern Circle 
(the largest), the central or Church 
Henge, and the Northern Circle, 
marked by a group of ancient yews. 
Next to these lies a smaller monu-
ment with an external ditch, known 
as the Old Churchyard, and also 
likely to be prehistoric (despite the 
name). On the other side of the 
central henge is a large tree-
covered mound called the Great 
Barrow. The largest barrow in Dor-
set, it is surrounded by two concen-
tric ditches. The high number and 
diversity of prehistoric and later ar-
chaeological remains surviving in 
this area of chalkland, known as 
Cranborne Chase, is partly due to 

the later history of the Chase as a royal hunting ground from at least Norman times, 
which meant that land use was strictly controlled. 
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Located W of the church, a 12thC foundation,  on the banks of the River Allen, Knowlton 
was a Royal manor at the time of the Domesday Book and a thriving community that was 
able to boast a regular fair, although this later migrated to the nearby village of Wood-
lands. Knowlton village was eventually abandoned in the 17th century, the community 
possibly depleted by the Black Death. Some kind of a revival in the 18th century led to 
the church being brought back into use and a north aisle was added to the building, but 
when the roof collapsed and a church was built at Woodlands, Knowlton church was final-
ly abandoned 
 

Knowlton is said to be the most haunted site in Dorset. Sightings include a phantom 

horse and rider which gallop across the site at the dead of night. They proceed straight 

through the church as though it wasn't there. Elsewhere, a ghostly face has been seen 

peering from the top window of the church. There is the tale that the Devil stole the 

church bell and threw it into the nearby River Allen. The villagers attempted to rescue the 

bell but could not overcome the strength of the Devil. They used their oxen to pull the bell 

from the river but only managed to have it break the surface of the water. They shouted in 

triumph, "We've got out the bell, in spite of all the devils in hell", but then the ropes at-

tached to the bell snapped. At this sign of the Devil's work, they abandoned the church 

and the nearby village. 

Two large yew trees, at the 

south entrance to the site, have 

become 'wishing trees', with visi-

tors decorating them with offer-

ings and hangings of many 

types. A 'wishing tree' is one 

chosen specifically having been 

identified as holding a traditional, 

spiritual or cultural significance. 

Hangings of cloth strips are most 

common. 
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OLD WARDOUR CASTLE 
The castle, which dates from the 14th C, is located in Wiltshire about 15 miles (24km) 
west of Salisbury. The land on which the castle stands was acquired in 1385 by John, the 
fifth baron Lovell. He was granted permission by King Richard II to construct Old Wardour 
Castle to a design  inspired by the 6-sided castles then in fashion in areas on the conti-
nent.  But this particular design is unique in Britain.  
 
The castle passed into the hands of the Arundells in 1544, led by Thomas Arundell, 1st 
Baron Arundell of Wardour. He was a very active Roman Catholic landowner at the time 
of the Reformation. During the Civil War the Arundells were Royalists. One of these, 
Thomas 2nd baron Arundell of Wardour, while away from the castle, instructed his wife, 
Lady Blanche Arundell, aged 61, to defend it with a garrison of 25 trained men. On 2nd 
May,1643 Sir Edward Hungerford with 1,300 men of the Parliamentarian Army, demand-
ed entrance to search for royalists. When refused entry, he laid siege. Lady Arundell sur-
rendered  after the castle was threatened with complete destruction, Following the death 
of Thomas Arundell at the battle of Stratton in 1643, his son Henry brought a royalist 
force to reclaim Old Wardour. By November 1643 he had blockaded the castle, and after 
mining the walls, blew up much of it, forcing the surrender of the Parliamentary troops in 
March 1644. The family slowly recovered status after the Civil War and the 8th baron, 
Henry Arundell, was able to finance the building of what became New Wardour Castle, a 
neoclassical country house, to the NW of the original castle. Old Wardour Castle  was re-
tained as an ornamental feature and romantic ruin.  
 

Wardour featured in an early sce-

ne in the Kevin Costner movie  

"Robin Hood, Prince of Thieves", 

being used as the ancestral home 

of Robin. His father (actor Brian 

Blessed) rode to his death 

through the gate (pictured left) 

when the masked Sheriff of Not-

tingham arrived with a party of 

hooded horsemen.  
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SALISBURY CATHEDRAL 
The original cathedral was built at the site of the Iron Age hillfort of Old Sarum. Archbish-

op Lanfranc ordered the construction to begin in 1075 and it was finished in 1091. The 

priests attached to the cathedral originated the Sarum Rite of Worship. However, by 1217 

the relations between the castle and cathedral became difficult, not helped by a scarcity 

of water and often stormy weather. A new site in the river valley below Old Sarum was 

chosen, and in 1218 Pope Honorius III issued the Papal Bull agreeing to the move. Leg-

end has it that the Bishop of Old Sarum shot an arrrow in the direction that he would like 

to build the cathedral. The arrow hit a deer, which died at the spot now occupied by the 

cathedral. The foundations were begun in 1220, and houses for the priests were built on 

the land called the Close. During this time, the city of Salisbury was also planned, being 

laid out in a grid system under the direction of the Bishop. The east end, now called the 

Trinity Chapel, was completed in 1225, and in 1228 the cathedral was dedicated. 

Salisbury Cathedral is regarded as one of the 

finest examples of Early English Gothic architec-

ture. The spire built in 1320, is 404 ft (123m) high 

and has been the tallest in England since 1561. 

The cloister and cloister close is the largest in 

Britain. The chapter house is octagonal in shape 

with a slender central pillar. Here is displayed the 

best preserved  of the four surviving copies of 

Magna Carta. Salisbury Cathedral possesses 

what is thought to be the oldest working 'modern' 

clock in the world, which dates from about AD 

1386. Repairs in 1956 put the clock back into 

working order.  
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SALISBURY MUSEUM 
Salisbury museum holds one of the best collections relating to both Stonehenge and local 
archaeology. It is housed in The King's House, a Grade 1 listed building where King 
James 1 of England was entertained in 1610 and 1613, and  is set within the surround-
ings of Salisbury Cathedral Close, facing the W frontage of the Cathedral. The museum 
was originally housed at 40-42 St Ann St where it had been founded in 1860 by Dr Rich-
ard Fowler, and  was transferred to The King's House in 1981. The three story building, 
with mullioned and transomed windows, ornate plaster ceilings and a fine oak balustrad-
ed staircase, houses the main temporary exhibition gallery, with the ceramics gallery 
above. The arms of James 1's eldest son, Henry Frederick, Prince of Wales, can be seen 
in a window in the Wedgwood gallery. 
 

In June 2012, the Heritage Lottery Fund awarded Salis-
bury Museum a grant of £1,794,600 towards the devel-
opment of a new Archaeology of Wessex gallery. The 
new gallery opened in the summer of 2014 and is of in-
ternational importance, telling the story of Salisbury and 
the surrounding area and its unique place in history, 
from prehistoric times to the Norman Conquest. The 
museum's collections contain some of the most im-
portant archaeological finds in Britain, including arte-
facts from the Stonehenge World Heritage Site, the Pitt 
Rivers Wessex Collection and the Amesbury Archer. 
 
The Salisbury Giant is a unique survivor.  It is probable 
that he was in existence by the 1400s. He was owned 
by the Tailor's Guild and purchased by the Museum in 
1873. He now stands 12ft high, his wooden frame hav-
ing been rebuilt c. 1850. Over his shoulder he wears a 
leather baldric decorated with the Tailor's coat of arms. 
His companion, the Hob-Nob, was the mischievous 
character who cavorted in front of the procession clear-
ing the way for the Giant. 
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ST THOMAS’S CHURCH, SALISBURY   
DOOM PAINTING 
The Doom Painting of St Thomas’ Church in Salisbury is the largest and best preserved 
in the UK. Painted around 1470, it was covered with lime whitewash during the Refor-
mation and not seen again until 1819. The theme of a Doom Painting, often simply called 
a ‘Doom’, is the Last Judgement. This is the final judgement by God of all people, and de-
pending on how they lived their lives they would either ascend to heaven or descend into 
hell. The painting occupies all the space above the chancel arch and continues down the 
spandrels on either side.  
 
It follows the general pattern of medieval doom paintings with Christ in Majesty sitting in 
the centre, dominating the scene in judgement over all. He is seated on a rainbow with 
his feet resting on a smaller one below. Beneath our Lord's feet in a long line are seated 
the Twelve Apostles who are judging the twelve tribes of Israel (see Matthew 19 v. 28).  
 
On His right we can see the Blessed Virgin and on His left John the Evangelist. We see 
on the left, as we look at it, in the lower part of the picture, a green garden-like burial 
ground with a number of open graves from which the dead in shrouds are emerging, 
helped by Angels with trumpets in their hands. Among these is a man with a mitre on his 
head - although not otherwise clothed - and higher up Angels are taking two groups of the 
naked dead into the Kingdom of Heaven.  
 
On the other side the picture is very different. Here are the infernal regions; flames are 
rising from the ground and devils are in charge of the proceedings. Here stands the 
Prince of Darkness with the head and feet of a beast, one foot boldly projecting out of the 
picture over the edge of the chancel arch. A small group of the damned chained together 
is being dragged down to the mouth of Hell, represented by the mouth of a monstrous 
gaping dragon. This group of souls includes a Bishop and two crowned heads. Next to 
the Prince of Darkness is the dishonest Ale Wife with a jug in her hand and it is significant 
that she is the only fully clothed figure among all the souls. The whole scene on the right 
hand side of the painting is clearly designed to emphasise the terrors of Hell and to point  
out the awful moral to medieval minds that God in His final judgement is no respecter of 
rank or position and that we shall be judged equally according to our sins. At the bottom 
of the picture is a scroll which reads "Nulla est Redemptio" which means "There is no es-
cape for the wicked“. 
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OLD SARUM  
An Iron Age hillfort may have been built here c 400 BC. It was then occupied shortly after 
the Roman conquest (AD 43), when it became known as Sorviodunum. Three Roman 
roads converged outside the E entrance of the hillfort, and two  Romano-British settle-
ments were established outside the ramparts. There is no evidence of the fate of Sorvio-
dunum at the end of the Roman period, and the Anglo-Saxon period is poorly recorded. 
In 1003, however, a mint was sited within the hillfort, and archaeological finds suggest 
there was late Anglo-Saxon settlement beyond the ramparts.  
 
During the reign of  William the Conqueror, a motte was  constructed in the centre of the 
hillfort, creating an inner set of fortifications, with a huge outer bailey wrapped around this 
inner core. The inner castle became home to a complex of towers, halls and apartments, 
while the NW section of the bailey was selected as the site for a new cathedral. The old-
est surviving stone structure, the keep, was probably built early in the reign of Henry I 
(1100–35).  
 
The cathedral was created after the 1075 Council of London decreed that the see should 
be moved from Sherborne to Old Sarum.  The first, small cathedral was extended east-
wards by Bishop Roger (1102-39). Dissatisfaction with the site and poor relations with the 
garrison in the castle caused the cathedral to be moved to its present site in Salisbury 
(New Sarum) in the 1220s, although royal approval for this move had been given much 
earlier, in 1194. A foundation ceremony at the new cathedral was held in 1220 and on 14 
June 1226 the tombs of Osmund, Roger and Jocelyn were moved to the new site. This 
latter event marks the abandonment of Old Sarum Cathedral, after which the demolition 
of the structure began. The castle seems to have continued as an administrative centre 
into the 15th century, the end finally coming in 1514, when Henry VIII made over the 
'stones called the castle or tower of Old Sarum' to Thomas Compton, together with the 
right to carry away the materials. 
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STUDY TOUR TO WESSEX 
 

Reading List and Web Sites 
 

Short List (highly recommended) 
 
Parker Pearson, M. 2012. Stonehenge. London: Simon and Schuster  
 
Pitts, M. 2022.  How To Build Stonehenge. Thames and Hudson. 
 
Reich, D. 2018. Who We Are and How We Got here. Ancient DNA and the New Science of 
the Human Past. Oxford University Press.  
 
Richards, J. 2017. Stonehenge: The Story so Far. [2nd Edit]  London: Historic England 
 

Stonehenge  
 
Cleal, R. 1995. Stonehenge in its Landscape. London: English Heritage. 
 
Darvill, T. 2006. Stonehenge. The Biography of a Landscape. Stroud: Tempus 
 
Souden, D.  1997. Stonehenge Revealed. London: Collins & Brown. 
 
 
Background Reading: British Neolithic & Bronze Age 
 
Burl, A. 2000. The Stone Circles of Britain, Ireland and Brittany. Yale: Yale University Press. 
 
Cunliffe, B. 2013.  Britain Begins.  Oxford: OUP 
 
Darvill, T. 2010. Prehistoric Britain [2

nd
 edition].  London: Routledge. 

 
Harding. J. 2004. Henge Monuments of the British Isles. Stroud: Tempus. 
 
Heggie, D. 1981. Megalithic Science. London: Thames & Hudson. 
 
Parker Pearson, M. 2005. Bronze Age Britain. London: Batsford/English Heritage. 
 
Pollard, J. & Reynolds, A. 2002. Avebury: Biography of a Landscape. Sussex: Tempus. 
 
Notes: 
1, Any book dealing with Stonehenge published before 1995 is out of date as in 1995 Cleal 
was published which put in print details of all 20th century excavations at SH and but it is 
very expensive in the UK (£70) and is not an easy read. 
 
2. Reich's is the first book to look at the impact of the study of ancient DNA (aDNA) on the 
movements of people across the globe. 
 
3. Richards 2017 is the best introduction to Stonehenge especially following the recent ex-
cavations. 
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4. Parker Pearson 2012 outlines the results of The Stonehenge Riverside Project excava-
tions. His stages  have changed all previous phasing. 
 
5. Pitts is the most recent book giving an overview on the methods of construction and 
sources of the stones. His phasing differs in places from MPP and JR. 
 
 
 
Web sites:  For individual sites simply use google 
 
Avebury   https://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/avebury 
 
English Heritage      https://www.english-heritage.org.uk/visit/ 
 
Salisbury Cathedral  https://www.salisburycathedral.org.uk/ 
 
Salisbury Museum  https://www.salisburymuseum.org.uk/ 
 
St Thomas's Church https://archaeology-travel.com/england/doom-painting-st- 
    thomas-church-salisbury/ 
 
Stonehenge   https://www.english-heritage.org.uk/ visit/places/    
    stonehenge/ 
 
Wiltshire Museum  https://www.wiltshiremuseum.org.uk/ 

'Lunch time waits for no man'       Susie Brooks © 
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